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--------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------2. Literature Review
Abstract - Recent demands on advance engineering
domains are satisfied by the new generation of hybrid nano
metal matrix composites (HNMMCs). The demands are
reached due to their improved performance characteristics,
reduced production cost and optimistic weight reduction
factors. The behavior of these hybrid-nano metal matrix
composites is depends on the mechano-chemical combination
of different reinforcing particles with the metal matrix also the
process parameters are associated while synthesis of
composite materials.

Wanhill RJB [1]:-In his paper he mentioned about the fatigue
fracture homes of aerospace aluminum alloy the determined
that combination of alloys with aluminum suggests the
specific and superb bring about power of fabric, melablity of
fabric so the chart of the mixture of alloy and there fatigue
fracture residences in metallic shape guide of fatigue crack
propagation in metal systems
Hatch jon E [2]:-In their paper He particularly contributed to
speak approximately metallurgy & homes of aluminum alloys
taking the refrences of Wanhill RJH . He found that boom in
carbon ratio of MMC in Al7075.

This research work is an attempt to study the series of
different combinations of Nickel coated multiwalled carbon
nantotube (NMWCNTs) (0.5 to 1.5 wt.%) reinforced
aluminum 7075 prepared by stir casting process and major
development of) characterization techniques on control of
mechanical and tribological properties, microstructure study
and also corrosion behavior are discussed and also the
improvement on this research field are suggested.

B.S Pravin Kumar [3]:-In their paper he evaluated the
mechanical homes to aluminum alloy 7075 might be covered
through many different substances however mainly they
concentrated approximately matrix and reinforcements as
Al7075, Sic & crimson dust respectively with having an
percentage (zero.zero%-2.0%) respectively as the proportion
of reinforcement changed into growth from one grade to any
other grade there was growth in hardness of material
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1. Introduction to MWNCNT & Al- (7075)

Vinitha and B. S. Motgi [4]:-In their paper, understanding to
mechanical houses of Al7075 may be bolstered through many
different materials however especially they focused about
matrix and reinforcements as Al7075, Sic, Flyash, & red dust
respectively with having an percentage (zero.zero%-2.0%)
respectively as the percentage of reinforcement become
increase from one grade to any other grade there has been
increase in hardness of materialInt

Alloy 7075, a cold finished aluminum wrought product, has
the highest strength of all aluminum screw machine alloys.
The -T6 and -T651 tempers have a typical tensile strength of
83 ksi, which is higher than many mild steels. Due to its very
high strength, alloy 7075 is used for highly stressed
structural parts. Applications include aircraft fittings, gears
and shafts, fuse parts, meter shafts and gears, missile parts,
regulating valve parts, worm gears, keys, and various other
commercial aircraft, aerospace and defense equipment. Rod
and bar product forms can be machined on multi-spindle
and CNC machining equipment[1-2].

Brenner and Riddel [5] :-This paper gives a review and
Discussed about the electroplating and electroforming
process using coating as hypophosphite reduction. Process
using sodium borohydride reduction were developed. The
deposition coating on both metal and non-metal was
investigated Interest in electroless nickel plating has
continued unabatedly since itsinvention

Multiwalled nano-tubes (MWNT) incorporate to the
numerous bowled layers or concentric tubes for the
graphene. From the football version off multiwalled nanotubessian Doll ideal, sheets of graphite are prepared in
concentric cylinders, e.g., a (0,8) unmarried-walled nanotube
(SWNT) interior the graphite are of 3.4A rangly.
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Zeeler R.L III andSalvati [6]:- The small amounts of
additives are usually used toprovide improved deposition
rate, throwing power and brightness, finer grain structureand
better corrosion resistance. Since electroless nickel plating
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process is chemical reduction of nickel ions to the nickel
results from the presence of reducing agent in this solution, it
always concerns with hydrogen evolution during the plating
process and formation of porous surface. Toward remove
these hydrogen from the surface of substrate and to produce
pit free nickel deposits

electrostatic repulsions that could counterbalance the
interactions. At too high of concentrations, suspensions
occurred and the material was multiple phase. At
intermediate
concentrations,
the
SWNTs
were
homogeneously dispersed and formed a single phase.
Ribbons were washed and the additives desorbed. From this
material they made fibers with diameters ranging from a few
micrometers to 100 μm. The SWNT fibers exhibit plastic flow
at RT before they break, possibly from the displacement of
the NTs within the fibers. In the elastic regime found that the
E ranged from 9 to 15 GPa – although far weaker than the
modulus of individual NTs, an order of magnitude greater
than that of high-modulus bucky paper.

Wurtz [7]:- He discovered the deposition of power form
metallic nickel from an aqueous solution of its salts reduction
of sodium hypophosphite. He started to develop a practical
system led to application of the electro less nickel technology.
Veeresh Kumar [8]:- They mainly concentrated that the
micro-hardness (HV) of Al 6063-SiC and Al 7075-Al2O3
composites increased with the percentage of filler addition
and that of Al 7075-Al2O3 composites was observed more as
compared to that of Al 6063-SiC composites.

Che, Lakshmi, Martin and Fisher [13]:- Controlled
synthesis of vertically aligned carbon nanotube patterns,
grown under patterned metal layers on silicon substrates by
combining chemical-vapor deposition and conventional
lithography. We show that the metal patterns lift up by
vertically aligned nanotubes during growth. This lift-up
growth links the thin-film metal patterns and the silicon
substrate via nanotube assemblies, giving the possibility of
creating nanotube architectures in 3 dimensions

R. Rox; Karp, Jeffrey M [9]:-Approximately 10% of the
population in the USA suffer from nickel allergy, and many
are unable to wear jewellery or handle coins and other
objects that contain nickel. Many agents have been developed
to reduce the penetration of nickel through skin, but few
formulations are safe and effective. Here, we show that
applying a thin layer of glycerine emollient containing
nanoparticles of either calcium carbonate or calcium
phosphate on an isolated piece of pig skin (in vitro) and on
the skin of mice (in vivo) prevents the penetration of nickel
ions into the skin. The nanoparticles capture nickel ions by
cation exchange, and remain on the surface of the skin,
allowing them to be removed by simple washing with water..

Eklund and Saito.[14]:- An economic way to produce
massive CNT arrays is the CVD process using a precursor of a
carbon source and a metal catalyst containing metallocene.
This method does NOT require predeposition of the catalyst
and tubes grow everywhere on the substrates. If one needs to
adapt this method to growing NTs in well-specified locations
on the substrate (for example, for field emission and other
device applications), then the idea of substrate-site selectivity
needs to be explored.

Gennett, Dillon, Alleman, Jones, Hasoon et al. 2000 [10]:Deposition of aligned bamboo-like carbon nanotubes via
microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition.
Their research is in the area of field emission and fieldenhanced ionization properties of the CNTs. Their work
suggests that CNTs form via a continual growth and
renucleation mechanism that is taking place. There appear to
be two competing processes: the growth of the multiwalled
segments, and renucleation of subsequent segments

Yakobson and Smalley.[15]:- Rice group used laser
vaporization of carbon target, with a cobalt-nickel catalyst,
and achieved 70-90% efficiency. They used two laser pulses
50 ns apart so that the growth conditions can be maintained
over a larger volume and for a longer time. This method of NT
production has had the largest impact on the field.
Petit et al.[16]:- He coupled the effect of Electric-arc
technique to make SWNTs close-packed in bundles. Highyields (70-90%) of SWNTs close-packed in bundles can be
produced by laser ablation of carbon targets. The method
(electric-arc) used here is cheaper and easier, but previously
had only low yields of NTs. They show that it can generate
large quantities of SWNTs with characteristics similar to
those obtained by laser ablation. Synthesis times for their
method is 2 minutes.

Smith and Luzzi. [11]:- He discarded Although various
fullerenes can be produced using different ways of vaporizing
carbon, followed by condensation of the tiny clusters, the
presence of an electric field in the arc discharge seems to
promote the growth of the long tubules. In addition, a small
amount of transition metal powder (i.e. cobalt, nickel, or iron)
seems to favor growth of SWNTs. Here the metal clearly
serves as a catalyst, preventing the growing tubular structure
from wrapping around and closing into a smaller fullerene
cage. The presence of the catalyst also allows one to lower the
operating temperature.

Vencl A et al.[17]:- in this paper MMc was made using A356
aluminum alloy one of the most common alloy. He used Sicgraphite mixture the MMc shows different behavior than
A356 which has has strength than A356.

Cohen, Rein, Vaykhansky and Porter [12]:- IN his research
he found that. At low concentrations, the amount that was
used was too low to produce an efficient coating and induce
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